PHILADELPHIA UNIVERSITY
PHYSICAL PLANT
RECYCLED PRODUCTS & PROCUREMENT PROGRAMS

2 Ply Single Roll Toilet Tissue – Contains 90% Recycled Material

Jumbo Roll Toilet Tissue (1 Ply) – Contains 90% Recycled Material

Kraft Roll Towels - Contains 90% Recycled Material

White C-Fold Towels - Contains 65% Recycled Material

Heavy Duty Large Plastic Bags- Contains 40% Recycled Material

Office and Classroom Container Liners- Very little recycled content, but thin and strong. HDPE is considered environmentally friendly, as the volume of waste plastic introduced to the waste stream is far less than with the traditional Linear Low poly liner bags.

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) - All refrigeration gasses from all of the University’s cooling units are collected by licensed technicians prior to equipment disposal or repair. This gas can then be processed for re-use rather than escape into the atmosphere where ozone depletion is a concern. EB O’Reilly is the first mechanical contractor to receive MSCA certification in the Philadelphia area as is committed to becoming elevating that status to MSCA Greenstar. For more information please visit their web-site.

Furniture Recycling: Philadelphia University has an ongoing capital renewal program for updating its furnishings that may have become worn or simply outdated for our use. Whenever possible, rather than dispose of this material to a landfill, the Physical Plant arranges for donation to local charities, or sends them to auction, or to a recycle center. Recent Charities or Not-For-Profit Organizations that have benefitted from this procedure:

- APM – Asociación Puertorriqueños en Marcha
- Cornerstone Christian Academy
- Freire Charter School
- Hope Charter School
- Imhotep Charter School
- Mercy Vocational High School